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During the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648) the formerly flourishing towns in South Germany stagnated or
declined. Why these small and medium-sized cities did
not recover the contraction of the war and the consequences of their failure are the main questions of Urban
Decline. To solve these issues Terence McIntosh (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) narrows his research down to a micro-study of one town in South Germany: Schwabisch Hall. In order to present a clearer
picture of the different economic and demographic trajectories towns and cities could follow, he compares his
findings with those already published about other urban
communities in South Germany. In this fashion, he puts
his study in a regional context. Additionally, he critically reexamines other urban studies as from Christopher
Friedrichs, Mack Walker, Gerd Wunder and Jan de Vries
(p. 1).

cities. In this way, his study is put in the framework
of urbanization processes across Europe. McIntosh describes the interaction between urban and rural sectors,
and inter- and intraregional forces.
This book is a detailed micro-study and based on a
large amount of quantitative material. As this type of research is very labor intensive and time-consuming, McIntosh limits his study to the following issues: competition
between urban and rural producers, marriage patterns
and migration to the town. Unfortunately, he does not
explain why he chose these topics and not others, as he
himself suggests when he sets out to examine, “the provision of the town with food and raw materials, the ownership of rural property by burghers, the web of credit
relations between town and country, cultural exchanges
between peasant and burgher, and urban political authority over rural subjects” (p. 8) and migration from
Schwabisch Hall to the country.

The author rejects what he calls the “far too simplistic notion that South Germany’s economic decline resulted from a shift in Europe’s economic center of gravity from the Mediterranean to the North Sea and English
Channel” (p. 5). According to him, the stagnation of the
cities can also be ascribed to immediate causes such as
the expansion of the rural industry elsewhere in Central
Europe, mercantilistic policies of territorial states and
wars. Still, according to McIntosh, there is another reason why towns in South Germany declined. He claims
that changes in intraregional town-country relations are
a major factor in urban stagnation. His argument is that
towns in South Germany produced mainly for local markets and did not depend on supra-regional market forces.
Therefore, intraregional town country relations are incorporated into a more general account of the factors
contributing to the decline of small and medium-sized

The book starts with an introduction in which the
author explains his goals. Chapter One deals with the
framework: the economic, political and religious history
of Schwabisch Hall. This section continues with a detailed description of the book’s principal source, the Beet
payments. These are the annual records of wealth tax
paid by the burgher in Schwabisch Hall and form the
main source of his analysis of the town’s social and occupational structures. McIntosh also discusses the development and pitfalls of using these records. He criticizes Gerd Wunder who has been studying the decline
of Schwabisch Hall as well and, according to McIntosh,
has overestimated the wealth of its burgher because he
overlooked certain changes in the Beet. Chapter Two
deals with the structure of the urban economy, followed
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by Chapter Three about the ruralization of craft production. In these chapters, long-term developments in population size, and occupational and wealth structures of
Schwabisch Hall are portrayed. In Chapter Three, some
of the most important findings are addressed. The author
argues that increasing competition from the countryside
has affected the town’s class structure. The competition
from rural craftsmen weakened mostly the position of the
urban artisans who were already at the lowest level of
the wealth hierarchy. The ones at the top were spared as
they did not suffer so much from rural competition. This
resulted in an intensification of class differences and the
formation of an urban lower middle class.

the development of household wealth and to reconstruct
occupational structures. The way he assembles his data
sets is described at great length in Chapter One and the
appendix. With this material he constructs three cohorts of complete tax histories of households established
from 1672 through 1681 and whose first Beet payment
observation is in 1682, households established from 1682
through 1691 and whose first Beet payment observation
is in 1692, and households established from 1692 through
1701 and whose first Beet payment observation is in 1702.
He examines the development in wealth of these households over a period of fifty-three years. In this fashion
he tracks accumulation and decumulation of wealth over
a life-cycle. Unfortunately this source limits his study
The book continues with a chapter on wealth mobil- group since only tax payers are included. Those who
ity, the patterns of wealth accumulation and decumula- could not pay taxes and non-citizens are not included,
tion. Almost all households accumulated wealth in the which narrows the scope of this investigation. He supcourse of the life-cycle, only the poorer ones less than plements the data from the Beet with information from
the wealthier. So class differences therefore were intenchurch and guild records, obituaries in parish death regsified even more. Class is defined here as wealth. The reaisters, and town protocols. As this research is mostly
son that McIntosh limits class to wealth lies in his choice quantitative, its scope is limited. The author admits that
of sources and research group, the burgher. In Chapter with the sources he has been using not all questions can
Five, marriages are discussed, and in Chapter Six migra- be answered (p. 154). I wonder if non-quantitative mation patterns. Both sections deal with aspects of demo- terial such as diaries or travel stories are available so his
graphic behavior that affected urban population growth
study would have become more comprehensive. Another
and form a pair. Here he examines marriages between
virtue of this book is that he adds another component to
people from the country and the town and migration pat- urbanization processes: the interaction between country
terns from the country to the town. These topics are part and town. In Urban Decline he convinces the reader that
of the interaction between country and town. The author fading borders between town and country count for the
claims that late marriage patterns and slow migration stagnation of Schwabisch Hall and adds another compostreams to town account for the sluggish demographic
nent to the list of causes of urban decline. Since he inrecovery of Schwabisch Hall. The migration stream to
cludes studies of neighboring towns, his case study rises
Schwabisch Hall changed in size, course and composi- to a regional level. I do not always agree with the way he
tion after the Thirty Years’ War. Rural artisans started to processes his data, as he includes some data that make the
move to the town, which increased competition with ur- results unnecessarily confusing. In the introduction he
ban artisans. Protective measures by the town and guilds claims “By detailing the changing social and occupational
could not stop this. As these migrants could obtain citicomposition of the migrants who settled in Schwabisch
zenship through marriage, McIntosh suggests that their
Hall, it radically overturns the accepted interpretation
marriage has been a strategy to acquire citizenship. He of urban stagnation’s supposed effects on migration patends his book with the conclusion that for Schwabisch terns” (p. 9), which is, in my opinion, slightly exaggerHall, as for most towns in South Germany, the distinction ated.
between town and country was declining. Competing
rural artisans, a major cause of the town’s economic difNonetheless, Urban Decline is an engaging microficulties, obtained citizenship and the town was invaded study that adds an interesting viewpoint to urbanization
“by the enemy” (p. 192). In the detailed appendixes he processes in Germany. Those who want to study early
describes meticulously his methods and technique of re- modern urbanization will find it very useful.
search.
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